Shipping Charges Sheet
``Ifitfas.....Itships»

At Mountain Plains Industries, we always try to "minimize" your shipping cost and
"maximize" your delivery service.
Therefore, we always try to ship VIA Priority Mail and use "Flat Rate" E72ve/opes or
Bo:res whenever possible ..... and now with free "tracking" of your shipment.

Th;is is what ``fas"
In order for you to best estimate the most cost effective way for your order to ship, we
have provided the most current Priority Mail "Flat Rate" package "costs" and "capacities".

1 Priority mail "Flat Rate" E#ve/ape:

Cost ......... $9.90 each ***

Capacity ....... (A) 1 to 4 pads (8'/2" x 11 ") -flat, or (8) 1 or 2 pads ( 11" x 17") -folded

1 Priority mail Medium "Flat Rate" Box:

Cost .......... $17.05 each ***

Capacity. . . (A) 5 to 24 pads (8[/2" x 11") -flat, or (8) 1 to 9 pads (11" x 17") -rolled

Or .......... any of the following combinations in a Medium "Flat Rate" Box:
* Up to 4 pads (8]/2" x 11 ") and up to 7 pads ( 11 " x 17") size targets
* Up to 5 pads (8]/2" x 11 ") and up to 6 pads ( 11 " x 17") size targets
* Up to 7 pads (81/2" x 11 ") and up to 5 pads ( 11" x 17") size targets

* Up to 9 pads (8]/2" x 11 ") and up to 4 pads ( 11 " x 17") size targets
* Up to 11 pads (8t/2" x 11 ") and up to 3pads ( 11" x 17") size targets

* Up to 15 pads (8 I/2" x 11 ") and up to 2 pads ( 11 " x 17") size targets
* Up to 20 pads (8]/2" x 11 ") and up to 1 pad ( 11 " x 17") size targets

While it is possible to ship 7 to 9 pads of the 8[/2" x 11" size targets or 3 to 4 pads of the
11" x 17" size targets in fit;a (2) Priority "Flat Rate" e#i;e/apes, the total shipping charges

would be $ 19.80, the targets will arrive in better condition with less chance of damage and
at less total postage if shipped in a sz.7qg/e Medium "Flat Rate" box for $17.05. For any

volume combination of targets, the "Flat Rate" Box does it for less to anywhere in the
©©ntinental USA, Alaska ©r Hawaii!
The more pads you ship, the less per pad the cost!
""* ( U` S` Postal Service Rates Effective 10/02/2022 )

